O6333  OPERATION DANCE SENSATION  (GERMANY, 2003)

Credits:  director, Thilo Gosejohann ; writers, Simon Gosejohann, Thilo Gosejohann.

Cast:  Simon Gosejohann, Thilo Gosejohann, Oliver Piper.

Summary:  Comedy/parody set in Vietnam in the 1970s and on the Iraqi border in the 1990s. In Vietnam, mercenary Jackson (Thilo Gosejohann) is given the job of finding a pair of AWOL soldiers who have stolen a load of weapons. He finds the pair, Zorc (Piper) and Atlas (Simon Gosejohann), but the elude him and get their weapons back to America. Twenty years later Zorc reappears to rescue Atlas from a prison work camp (references to Rambo II) and the two set off to sell weapons to Iraq (which in the warped geography of this film shares a common border with the U.S.). Their weapons stash is hidden on the border in the Dance Sensation Disco. Meanwhile Jackson has spent the last twenty years fighting off Zorc employed ninja assassins and raising his five-year-old daughter Meike. The final confrontation between Jackson and Atlas takes place at the Dance Sensation club during a Seventies Night disco dance competition.
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